The cotton planter's home . . . wired for unsanitary electricity.

The difference is apparent only with longer acquisitions, for his reserve is not as deep as it seems and presently given way to easy, when his南部 to begin cautiously with the weather, especially if it looks rain. "This is a terrible country to hoe. A man couldn't last here if he had anything wrong with his lungs. There's three kinds of weather here; wet, cold, and mild and wet. First it's hot, then it's cold, and then it's hot and wet, and then it's cold and wet.

In politics, of course, he is a Democrat. Andrew Jackson, "Jeff" Davis, and Franklin D. Roosevelt are the three greatest Americans that ever lived. "President Roosevelt," he says, "has started more, I guess, than all the other Presidents put together. He gets school teachers and college experts to tell him how to do it, and then he does it." If it is raining Craig will probably take you to his house to sit before the fire and talk. On the way you will have to walk beside the road rather than in it because the back roads in Arkansas are practically impassable in wet weather to any vehicle other than a mule or sometimes a motor car.

In this climate you need first of all to know the man. When you meet Farris Craig, you meet a man who is kindly yet solitary and whose dry, weatherbeaten face is conserva- tion inscrutable. In aspect he is much like a Vermont farmer.

By MURCHIE JR.
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The icebox is Planter's Luxury; Tenants Happy Although They Are in Debt

Life on a Share-crop Plantation

FARRIS CRAIG is a cotton planter. His farm is set and raw from Fifty-seven years of sun and wind and rain on the acres of rich bottom land by the Mississippi. Upon his place are black boots trod with mud from the rutted roads. His hat is gray, wore flat, he is gray, wore flat, and his bare feet the rubber boots and a red mud trail over a brown sweater that buttons down the front.

That is a first glimpse of a typical planter. Did you ever wonder how it would feel to be a planter on a southern plantation or a farmer in Arkansas? Were you ever curious to see whether a share-cropper's life is really as hard as they say it is?

The writer of this used to wonder about those things—and that is why he spent his last vacation on a typical cotton plantation in eastern Arkansas.

It was at Nokomis, Ark., not far from the great cotton center, Memphis, Tenn. The plantation was 700 acres of land traversed by the new big levees built by army engineers a few years ago to curb the spring eruptions of the great river. Cotton is the big thing in that part of the country, though alfalfa, b. a.y. and corn and some vegetables are commonly grown, also. A dozen or more families of colored people live in three or four small houses on the Craig plantation. The planter, Farris Craig, lives in a southern frame house that is starting equally with him in the formative stage of a great many of the homes on which they work.

In the pictures that you are to see the picture you need first of all to know the man. When you meet Farris Craig, you meet a man who is kindly yet solitary and whose dry, weatherbeaten face is conserva- tion inscrutable. In aspect he is much like a Vermont farmer.
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